
Lines on maps: issues in designating wildlife-conservation areas
John Boothby

Currently, designationof conservationareas ismadeon a legal basis usingpublishedboundaries - �lines
onmaps�. These effectively set limits to farming (andother) operations. In contrast, future initiativeswill
turn upon negotiationwith landownersand farmers, and involve stakeholders completingagreements to
observewildlife-sensitivepractices.ThoughLocalPlanningAuthoritieswill need to use lines onmaps to
organise their spatial priorities, the new wildlife areas will not be delineated in a legal sense.

Introduction

In theUK, as elsewhere in the developedworld, nature
planning for species or for habitats has involved identify-
ing suitable areas, then promulgating this with a boundary
on a publicly available map (Figure 1). Such designation
has usually been felt to be necessary in order to (i) protect
the site or species; (ii) make a public affirmation of good
conservation practice; or (iii) simply to provide accessible
information for public use. The consequences have been
that, inside the boundary, economic activity (farming) is
usually restricted or disallowed completely. Outside of the
boundary, economic activity has not been subject to the

same level of restriction; in its agricultural practices, UK
farming has been exempted from Development Control
measures in Town and Country Planning legislation.

Though this system of boundary lines has certain ad-
vantages (Table 1), such designation has not proved wholly
successful as a conservation mechanism, either within or
outside the boundaries. Wildlife and habitats outside the
designated boundaries have become reduced in both quality
and quantity, as they have been identified as somehow less
important or less worthy of protection. Nature-valuable ar-
eas have been designated in a fragmentary fashion.With the
wider countryside becoming less accommodating to wild-

life (hedgerow removal; pond in-filling; intensive
agriculture; agrichemicals) many ecological linkages have
been broken or impaired.Amphibians, for example,may re-
tain many of their ponds, but their terrestrial foraging and
hibernation habitats are in danger.
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Figure 1: Designated Nature areas in Cheshire
(pre-1999)
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Designated areas ..... But ...
� offer site protection � protection status may be

disregarded
� state intent publicly � other �nature� becomes

less important
� give public
information

� designated areas are
usually fragmented

� set clear �limits� for
farming

� ecological linkages in the
wider landscape have been
broken or impaired

Table 1: Designation - advantages and disadvantages

It is now felt by theUKgovernment that nature conser-
vation based upon designation is inappropriate. This paper
therefore asks:

(i) what should we put in its place?;
(ii) what would the new system look like?;
(iii) what problem are we likely to meet as we develop

these systems?
NEW IDEAS FOR NATURE PLANNING

Traditional conservation has traded upon nostalgia. In
the face of ever-increasing development pressures, wildlife
planners have been reduced to fighting a rear-guard action,
with �no net loss� as their guideline for habitats and species
conservation. But the mood amongst conservationists is
changing, and today many would subscribe to the creation
of �New Nature�.

Frazer Harrison, taking a political stance against the
loss of landscape quality, considered that, �we must find
newways of re-incorporatingnature into our culture� (Har-
rison, 1986) and Bill Adams, in his seminal book �Future
Nature� considered that �conservation should be about
looking forwards, not backwards� (Adams, 1996).

Many governments have been persuaded of this need
to look forward and �grow�Nature, and considerable prog-
ress has been made in, for example, the Netherlands where
nature planning at all spatial scales from national to local
has goals of extending natural systems and recreating habi-
tat. Other governments have been encouraged in this by
three formative influences: (i) themarriageof the discipline
of landscape ecology to the processing power of GIS; (ii)
the strengthening of EU legislation on habitats and species,
and its adoption of a European-wide approach to nature
conservation; and (iii) adoption of positive planning as an
ethical stance for planning.
Positive Planning

TheUKplanning system is being overhauledwith pos-
itive planning as its guiding principle (Boothby, 2001).
This approach uses negotiation to achieve the goals gener-
ated by the overall �vision�. Consultation of �stakeholders�
will be the bestway to guarantee sustainability. The control

mechanisms (e.g., Development Control) will continue to
exist but as the backstop to a self-regulating system.

For environment, this approach is already being incor-
porated into a number of Structure Plans (e.g. Cheshire
County Council, 1999) into new regional planning agenda
(James and Boothby, 2002) and into the detailed work of
government departments and agencies. For example, the
recent Strategic Review of diffuse water pollution from ag-
riculture envisages a mixture of environmental taxes,
regulatory instruments, advice, compliance support, and
�soft lever� incentives to reduce agricultural nitrate use and
to improve the standards of environmentalmanagement for
farming (Department forEnvironment,Food, andRuralAf-
fairs, 2002).

For wildlife, positive planning and New Nature come
together in the development of ecological networks.

Ecological networks
Ecological networks (�econets�) are ecologically co-

herent areas where species can be sustained (Core Areas)
and to where nature can be extended (Nature Improvement
Areas). The basic principle behind ecological networks is
that landscapes will support species only if the landscapes
can perform appropriate support functions. For example,
the Great Crested newt (T. cristatus) requires both suitable
aquatichabitats and suitable terrestrial habitats. For the for-
mer, ponds should be pollution-free, in clusters, at
minimum densities, with adequate food sources (inverte-
brates) and with few predators (especially fish). As the
newt spends about 70% of its life on land, it also requires
terrestrial food sources and hibernation habitat
(semi-natural grassland, woodland). Because it moves be-
tween land and pond throughout the year, and may also
colonizenewponds, the landhabitat needs to be sufficiently
permeable (in newt terms) to allow easy passage (the corri-
dor and stepping-stone effects). Altogether, this suggests a
terrestrial habitat of pasture-land, with hedgerows and
small wood blocks; regularly ploughed land, however, and
high-volume roads are inimical to amphibian persistence
(Spellerberg, 1998). Van der Sluis, Bugter and Vos (1999)
have produced an efficient landscape-scalemodel for pond
colonisation by Great Crested newts where independent
variables are class of vegetation cover and distance to near-
est pond with a species population.

The clear implication is that, for the Great Crested
newt, conservationeffortmust focus, not at the spatial scale
of the individual pond, but at the landscape scale (pond +
land habitat + permeability). Alandscape scale is alsowide
enough to allow local populations of amphibians to have
genetic exchange with nearby local populations. In this
way, landscape-scale wildlife planning can take into ac-
count the metapopulation structures (populations of
populations) that so many species demonstrate; in Figure
2.i this could include recognition of the importance of
maintaining a group of ponds.
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Figure 2: Formation principles for econets: schematic

This �wider countryside� approach is incompatible with a
�nature-reservementality�, especiallywhere the designated
areas of nature are small, fragmented, and separatedby land
that is degraded fromawildlife viewpoint. Nature confined
by boundaries has been shown to be unworkable: ecology
does not respect legal boundaries. In practice, nature re-
serves tend to be inward-focussed, while ecological
networks seek to be outward looking, looking to
�(re-)grow� Nature, and seeking to understand the connec-
tions between nature-designated land parcels (Figure 2.ii).
A critical element of network building is, therefore, reduc-
tion of fragmentation between habitats. In practice (2.iii)
this could mean restoration of hedgerows, cleaning up
lengths of streams and rivers, or installation of fauna pas-
sages under motorways.

So, a newsystemof ecologicalnetworkswouldcontain
the schematic elements shown in Figure 2.iv. Here new
ponds, replanted hedgerows, and restored brown field sites
work to combat habitat fragmentation, and a peripheral
buffer-zone can help to reduce or eliminate pollution
on-flow.We can exploit the power of GIS to generate ideal-
ised landscapes and to show where management
intervention couldmost improve the existing arrangements
of habitats.
Setting up the networks

Having looked at econets in terms of definitions and
idealisations, it is appropriate to consider the steps neces-
sary to create them. Step 1 requires the identification of

existing habitats and species presence for the study area.
This will also require some GIS modelling to convert the
disparate, fragmented nature resource into Core Areas
(where existing habitat quality and wildlife value are high)
and Nature Improvement Areas (where improvements can
readily be made). These areas will have geographical loca-
tion and can be represented on maps. By logical extension,
the network Areas will be shown with boundaries; these
boundaries may be a mixture of bona fide and fiat types
(Smith, 1995). Bona fide boundaries describe natural
structures,whichwould exist even if not definedbyhumans
(river banks, ponds, peatland areas, species presence); fiat
boundaries are created in a variety of ways by human deci-
sion, administration, law, etc. and include jurisdiction
boundaries, property lines, and designation boundaries. It
is important to recognize, both in theory and practice, that
whilst land-use units and protected areas derive in whole or
in part from bona-fide objects, ownership boundaries are
not derived this way.

Step 2 (consultation with stakeholders) uses the infor-
mation assembled to discuss the appropriate management
tasks with affected stakeholders and to agree through nego-
tiation where, how, and when the tasks can be undertaken.
As part of this consultation, the project facilitators will be
able to advise and assist stakeholders, especially in the task
of accessing agro-environment funding and making use of
any other incentive payments. Naturally, the stakeholders
and facilitators can focus their attentions to the mapped in-
formation.

Steps 1 and 2 have been undertaken (for 15 species) by
Cheshire County Council in the Life Econet experiment.
For reasons outlined above, for legal practicality, and for
broader stakeholderacceptability, theEconetAreaswill not
become yet another tier of designated conservation areas.
Thus, at no time will the Core Area boundaries be physi-
cally defined on the ground nor will they appear on public
maps. Simply, there will be no new lines on maps, and, as a
consequence, the networkwill be seen differently by differ-
ent actors in the process (Figure 3).
ISSUES FOR ECONET IMPLEMENTATION

In establishing econets, three inter-related areas of
practical concernhavebeen identified: (i) stakeholder reac-
tion; (ii) how Nature change induced by project actions is
handled; and (iii) the data and skills required for implemen-
tation andmaintenanceof econets. As the stakeholder issue
is most crucial and raises more and diverse issues, this is
treated first. However, over time the other issues may also
become critical.
Stakeholder reaction

With a history of exemption from planning legislation,
farmers and agricultural landowners are, perhaps naturally,
suspicious of coming into closer contact with the planning
system. After all, existing designated nature areas set clear
limits to agricultural activities: ecological networks, being
undesignated, leave the responsibilities undefined. This in-
exactness was identified in the Cheshire Structure Plan
Examination in Public (EIP) as a contentious matter. As a
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result, the Cheshire experiment has made every effort to
handle its stakeholder consultation with care, caution, and
respect, and to make clear the voluntary nature of coopera-
tion (Life Econet Project, 2002). Nevertheless, Econet
Areaswill still have lines onmaps somewhere, even if only
in digital form in a computermemory,or in a restrictedmap.

In amore fundamentalway, nature conservationfor the
wider countryside raises other contentions. Lines on maps
defining econet Areas are unlikely to accord with property
boundaries. Though definition of areas of countryside as
�suitable for Great Crested newts�seems to be an unconten-
tious act, the history and ethos of English land ownership
can make this appear as a challenge to the very concept of
ownership. As Harrison (1986; p.75) argues, �although na-
ture may, in the strictest sense, belong to nobody, the
countryside, which is an entirely social and cultural con-
cept, belongs to everybody. In short, itmaybe their land, but
it is our countryside� (original emphasis). Arguably, this
challenge could appear more formidable in circumstances
where the definition is carried out by planners, and in an ag-
ricultural region with many large landowners. However,
initial (though admittedly impressionistic) evidence from
the Cheshire experiment suggests that agricultural stake-
holders have so far been enthusiastic and supportive of the
project proposals (Life Econet Project, 2002).

Change and handling change
The purpose of ecological networks is to re-establish

nature in thewider countryside. If successful, this should in
turn create new (or enhanced) nature areas. Where appro-
priate, these areas could become new candidates for
designation as protected areas. Where enhancement in-
volves the (re-) establishment of a protected species (e.g.
Great Crested newt), new legal responsibilities are auto-
matically conferred upon landowners and managers. With
a cynical eye, it would clearly be possible to see econets as a
stalking-horse for further control by nature-protection
agencies. The conversion of bona-fide boundaries and ob-
jects (species populations) into fiat boundaries and objects
(with legal and management implications) may thus have
more than philosophical meaning.
Skills and data

Designing, creating, and sustaining ecological net-
works requires a wide range of skills, backed up by
considerable data needs. Implementation of a UK-wide
systemof networks requires a spatially accurate databaseof
species and habitats: this is, to date, unavailable, and at-
tempts to improve data have not been uniformly successful.
TheNationalLandCoverMap, for example, has provedun-
suitable for use in the habitat modelling undertaken by the
Cheshire Life Econet, demonstrating poor resolution and
considerable vegetation mis-classification. In addition,
vectorisation of the raster product has produced
land-parcels which are neither accurate in vegetation char-
acteristics, nor in accordance with the evidence of
ground-truthing in Cheshire Core Areas.

For land and wildlife planners, GIS skills � especially
in analysis and modelling - will become a necessity rather
than a virtue.Currently, these skills are notwidely available
within local authorities. It is worrying that these skills are
even scarcer amongst local authorityecologists (where they
actually exist!). The implications of new thinking in plan-
ning are that control and regulation with become less
important than negotiation and agreement. Agreements to
farm in particular ways will be instituted and must, there-
fore, be monitored; as a result, wildlife planners will also
accrete management responsibilities.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Behind someof these issues raised are deeper andmore
subtle concepts. Prime amongst these is that of ontology �
what exactly are we actually dealing with in this melee of
lines, non-lines, ownership, and nature? These are impor-
tant issues formap-makersandmap-users, and increasingly
so in theGISworld, where the search for definitions of spa-
tial objects is critical. In Figure 4 the question is posed:
what is this? Is it, as the farmer might see it, �10-acre
meadow�? Or perhaps, in changed circumstances for agri-
culture, it is best seen as a resource for commercial
woodland for biomass fuel, or for sludge dumping?
Equally, it could be suitable for nature-development as part
of an ecological network as prime amphibian habitat? In
other circumstances, it could be viewed as �development
land�.
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Figure 3: Boundary visibility in econet creation
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Figure 4: What is this? Ontologies of landscape

For land-parcels to be accepted as nature-valuable (an
ontological category) it will necessary to establish the pres-
ence of selected species. Because of the impracticalities,
species presence is hardly ever established by full census,
but usually by extrapolating from known sightings to a
more generalised mapping. This mapping is usually made
by inference from knowledge of species requirements; it
will be a probabilistic statement. Indeed, because of the
ability of animal (and plant) species tomoveover time, eco-
logical mappers would agree that species presence in a
given area is best represented as probabilities. Unfortu-
nately, probabilities and the legal stringencies of planning
do not sit easily together. The legal systemaccepts the veri-
fied presence of a protected species as sufficient to restrict
development rights, but is probably not yet ready to accept
putative presence based on probabilities.
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Cartography 2003, 2-5 Sept, University of Reading

Preliminary announcement

Following the successful model of 2000, the British Cartographic Society and the Society of
Cartographers have agreed to ‘join forces’ once more to present one summer conference
(incorporating the BCS Annual Symposium and the SoC Summer School) which we hope will
be valuable, interesting and enjoyable for all participants.  The conference will incorporate
formal presentations, workshops and demonstrations, exhibitions, visits and social events.

The workshops and demonstrations will display the breadth and depth of contemporary
cartography in the UK, and the exhibition of commercial products and the UK display at the
ICA conference will show the vitality of map-making in this country.

Cartography 2003 will be held at the University of Reading, with an experienced local
organising team of Heather Browning, Judith Fox and Bob Parry.  Please note the dates for
your diary – Tuesday 2 September to Friday 5 September.  It will be necessary to bring further
forward than usual the publicity, booking and deadlines for registration.  This announcement,
therefore, forms the preliminary Call for Papers.

You are asked to prepare and present papers on the following topics, taken in their broadest
sense:

· Typography, cartographic lettering, name placement, toponymy

· Urban mapping, imagery for urban applications, statistical and historical mapping
of urban zones

· Water mapping, resources, management, inland and marine transport, access and
legal questions, floods, tides, currents

Such topics can be covered by addressing aspects which are contemporary (such as location
based services in urban areas; visualisation of resource map data; web mapping for statistical
analysis of urban data); reflective (such as the nature of cartographic lettering; the role of
toponymy; using maps to promote access to water resources); historical (such as the
development of city mapping; the changing technologies of typography; improving techniques
for mapping ocean depth); or applications-based.

The Map Curators Group session will, as has been traditional, also have its own theme, which
is yet to be determined.  However, possible contributions of interest to this Group and to the
wider cartographic community can be received at this time.

We intend to take an inclusive viewpoint: flexibility in the programme will allow
consideration of papers which fall outside the principal themes and submitted papers in all
aspects of cartography will be considered.

We urge you to submit a short abstract of your paper to:

Bob Parry, Dept. of Geography, University of Reading, READING RG6 6AB

before 1st February 2003.  You can respond by e-mail to r.b.parry@reading.ac.uk


